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About This Content

A secret base of the Inquisition has come under attack by Chaos forces. The strategic importance of this location requires a
certified agent to take command and organize defences until relief forces arrive.

This DLC contains a special Priority Assignment. An investigation has its own plot and consists of a series of new missions.
Upon completing the Assignment, you will be rewarded with a unique Tarot card. (Please note that this assignment is only

available after unlocking the Agartha Subsector.)
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7+ (8 / 8.1 / 10)

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2120 (3.3 GHz) / AMD CPU FX-6300 (3.5 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) / AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,French,German,Hungarian,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Good game, but not something I would play for hours on end. I made the mistake of not playing any of the tutorial levels so I
had no idea what I was doing at certain points in the campaign. Should've gone to specsavers.. I only bought the game yesterday
but so far it has been fun and a very promising. You start of with 2 beetles in your nest and from there on you build your beetle
empire.

In your nest you can put down variuos objects for your beetles to keep them happy. You breed 2 of your beetles giving you a
possbillity of 9 hatchlings with different stats whereby you can choose to keep 1 to be added to your colony. So with future
selective breeding you can build on the traits you want for your beatles.

You can also go to the "world map" which basically is a map of a vacant lot with a few areas in it that are locked at the start and
have to be explored with quests to get access to them. There are automated missions were you can sent out designated beetles on
missions to gather items for your lair, or take missions whereby you are placed in charge of a group of "offspring" beetles to
take on the other inhabitants in the yard.

In the first mission you need to kill a certain amount of bugs in the required time, it is pretty easy to get the three stars
achiement by just chasing down all the enemy.

Pros:
- Fun to breed and try to build on the stats you want for your beetles.
- You need to plan your exploration missons, some of the enemy are stronger than you and you can't just storm in.
- Some missions require you rather avoid combat to achieve the objectives or lure enemy away from the main storm.
- The price is really cheap to give it a try.

Cons:
- Music can use a overhaul
- Placing of stuff from the back pack in the nest feel a bit clunky.
- Combat is very basic, you basically just direct your swarm to the waypoint and they engage on their own.
- You beatles consume food very fast and you need to keep sending them om missions to keep your stock piles up.
- After a couple of breeding cessions your original beetles become obsolete so you don't really get attached to any of the
  beetles
- The game need some more depth, at the moment it feel as if you just have to rush breed to get your stats up, but I'm still early
lvl into the game and might change the more I play.

Will be interesting to see how the game plays out in future but I think there is a lot of potential here..
ARK I am a hardcore player and I like the game of dinosaurs. I thought I would like ARK but I experienced it.
After discovering that it is actually another game, there is not much relationship with ARK, maybe because of VR, but
In terms of VR experience, this game is worth it.. buy this game if you don't hate fun.. a good RPG game. My favorite part was
any point where the protagonist was wondering, "why are there all these panel locks on doors" and "who even does this?"

More seriously, if you don't like jump scares, you probably won't like this game. A lot of the scary moments rely heavily on
spooky music crescendo-ing just for a jump scare. Still, I thoroughly enjoyed it, even when it was cheesy.

The puzzles were very good, generally having the right amount of difficulty without jumping into 'so i need a rubber duck to...
do what, exactly?'.. This game has been in development hell for nearly a decade. I started following it back in 2011 when it was
being discussed on Kickstarter and had a lot of pledges from avid fans of tactical shooters like Rainbow Six and Arma. Now
that the game is publicly available for "Early Access" I have to say that I'm disappointed with how much needs to be done
before this game is even remotely launchable to a general audience. The game isn't quite half completed by my estimate, and the
developers are seemingly more interested in including more AR-platform variants than adding things I would consider a tad
more important -- like variable weapon damage, cover\/concealment mechanics, and bullet penetration. After nearly 60 hours of
solo and co-op gameplay I have to conclude that this is a "don't buy yet". The potential of this game is amazing, but I'm worried
that the developers are just too disorganized to ever deliver a completed product.. Massive world! Fun, colorful artwork, decent
controls, and an all around good feeling. Camera angles can be a problem in some parts. There are some tweaks that can be
made but they are not game breaking. To see a more in depth review and first look check my video out here: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5uSFNCs1is. Not gonna lie. You can not even play this game. What the hell were they
thinking? Please don't buy this.. Awesome "Choices matter" game
I really enjoyed the game as it has several endings. Adding that to obtain all achievements, I had to do couple gameplays but I
was so happy to do so!

If I would complain about something .. I would say that the game is short. Also, if possible, or in near future with a new game,
add more atmospheric graphics.

9/10
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Great but definately need more staff so sustain the need of your loyal members otherwise whats the point.. Interesting game
with RPG elements. The game breaks the 4th wall many times and keeps a light mood. Few critisisms but will list them below:
-There are no aspect ratio options even though you can go full screen (still includes black bars)
- You can go to a lot of places even though there's nothing there
- No apparent way to see your current quests.
- It'd be nice to be able to rest for more than 1 day at a time (like a slider to sleep for 10 days to get full health or something)
- Inventory system is unintuitive. If you equip an armor piece, it replaces the one you have (no purchase neccessary) unless you
put it in your empt slot first. You cant keep a collection to swap out for later

I'm sure there are some others, but feel free to watch my video on the game! :D

https:\/\/youtu.be\/U0dYqAsR7Os. if you have a ocules rift DONT BUY it does not work with ocules tuch. GET OUT OF MY
ROOM, DAD, I'M PLAYING MINECRAFT.

10/10 dad simulator. If only Dream Daddy were this accurate.. I'm torn on whether or not i can recommend this game.

Pros:
- Cheap, and good for a few hours of entertainment.
- Interesting use of gaze controls.

Cons:
- Puzzles so far are way to simple.
- The bouncing chair levels are horrible, they should be taken out.
- No real use of TMCs.

I expected more from this title and was disappointed to learn that it does not actually use the tracked motion controllers (you
only need to ability to tap a button) but rather uses your gaze to control the world. While this is implemented well, it is too
simple a mechanism for great puzzles and really doesn't take advantage of what VR can do.

At this point I have only completed "episode 1" and the audition (tutorial?). The puzzles are very simple, so I am hoping that
they will increase in difficulty as the game progresses.
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